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Abstract1

Populations distributed across a broad thermal cline are instrumental in addressing adap-2

tation to increasing temperatures under global warming. Using a space-for-time substi-3

tution design, we tested for parallel adaptation to warm-temperatures along two inde-4

pendent thermal clines in Zostera marina, the most widely distributed seagrass in the5

temperate northern hemisphere. A North-South pair of populations was sampled along6

the European and North American coasts and exposed to a simulated heat wave in a7

common-garden mesocosm. Transcriptomic responses under control, heat-stress and re-8

covery were recorded in 99 RNAseq libraries with ~13,000 uniquely annotated, expressed9

genes. We corrected for phylogenetic differentiation among populations in order to dis-10

criminate neutral from adaptive differentiation. The two Southern populations recovered11

faster from heat-stress and showed parallel transcriptomic differentiation, as compared12
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with Northern populations. Among 2,389 differentially expressed genes, 21 exceeded neu-13

tral expectations and were likely involved in parallel adaptation to warm temperatures.14

However, the strongest differentiation following phylogenetic correction was between the15

three Atlantic populations and the Mediterranean population with 128 of 4,711 differ-16

entially expressed genes exceeding neutral expectations. Although adaptation to warm17

temperatures is expected to reduce sensitivity to heat waves, the continued resistance18

of seagrass to further anthropogenic stresses may be impaired by heat-induced down-19

regulation of genes related to photosynthesis, pathogen defense and stress tolerance.20

Introduction21

Seagrass ecosystems have experienced massive die-offs over the last decades due to in-22

creasing stresses including disease, invasive species, sediment and nutrient runoff, habitat23

loss through dredging and aquaculture, rising sea levels, and global warming (Orth et al.24

2006; Waycott et al. 2009). Heat waves are predicted to become frequent in southern25

Europe and North America by 2100 (Easterling et al. 2000; Meehl et al. 2007), and are a26

major threat for Zostera marina (Reusch et al. 2005; Ehlers et al. 2008), the predominant27

seagrass in the northern hemisphere (Green & Short 2003; Olsen et al. 2004). For exam-28

ple, sustained temperatures of ≥ 25°C during the summer of 2003 increased mortality and29

reduced shoot density by up to about 50% in a population in the Baltic Sea (Reusch et al.30

2005); and on both the West (W)- and East (E)-Atlantic coasts (Chesapeake Bay, VA;31
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Ria Formosa, PT; and the Brittany coast of France), summer temperatures now regularly32

reach temperatures of ≥ 25°C (Nejrup & Pedersen 2008).33

Understanding geographic variation in sensitivity to increasing heat stress can help to34

more realistically predict climate change induced range shifts of Z. marina (Lavergne et al.35

2010; Sinclair et al. 2010) and to identify thermally robust source populations for poten-36

tial restoration (Procaccini et al. 2007). Common garden experiments using populations37

from different geographical locations employ a space-for-time design to address potential38

adaptation to increasing heat-stress but with the caveat that the end result reflects past39

evolutionary adaptation and thus cannot directly infer contemporary rates of adaptation40

(Kinnison & Hendry 2001; Reusch 2014)41

Previous common-garden experiments with Z. marina revealed some evidence for local42

thermal adaptation of southern versus northern populations (Franssen et al. 2011; Winters43

et al. 2011; Franssen et al. 2014). Mediterranean populations are restricted to the ther-44

mally stable subtidal zone (Laugier et al. 1999) and, in contrast to Atlantic populations,45

have regularly experienced summer temperatures > 26°C over the past decade (Bergmann46

et al. 2010; Franssen et al. 2014). Accordingly, an Italian population (Adriatic Sea) per-47

formed better than Danish populations (Kattegat and the Baltic Sea) under common48

garden experiments simulating the heatwave occurring in summer 2003. Individuals from49

the Italian population lost fewer shoots, were less responsive in osmoprotective metabo-50

lites (Gu et al. 2012), and more resilient in photosynthetic performance (Franssen et al.51
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2011; Winters et al. 2011; Gu et al. 2012). Such phenotypic divergence between northern52

and southern populations of Z. marina suggests reduced sensitivity to heat waves at the53

species’ southern edge of its distribution.54

However, phenotypic divergence may have been driven by both DNA-based changes and55

heritable epigenetic changes. Epigenetic variations are molecular-level changes that alter56

gene expression, but not the underlying DNA sequence, via histone modifications, chro-57

matin remodeling, small interfering RNAs and DNA methylation (Bossdorf et al. 2008).58

In contrast to phenotypic variation within generations, including non-heritable physio-59

logical or behavioral responses, epigenetic variation may be heritable and persist even60

following long-term acclimation over generations (reviewed by Hirsch et al. 2012; Reusch61

2014). Although this may be considered a shortcoming of common-garden studies, the62

inclusion of epigenetic carry-over effects may provide a more holistic picture of evolution-63

ary potential in the context of rapid environmental change as compared with studies that64

only assess DNA-based changes (Richards et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013; Kilvitis et al.65

2014).66

Modification of gene expression can also drive adaptive evolution by linking molecu-67

lar heritable changes at the DNA level with fitness-relevant traits (Emerson et al. 2010;68

Wittkopp 2013). Previous common-garden experiments revealed differences in the post-69

heat wave recovery patterns of gene expression (termed transcriptomic resilience) between70

Mediterranean and Danish populations (Franssen et al. 2011). While the observed dif-71
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ferences were striking, the experimental design did not make it possible to determine72

whether the divergence was due to adaptive evolution, and if so, whether temperature73

was the major selective force as opposed to neutral processes or gene flow (reviewed in74

Merilä & Hendry 2014).75

Methods to infer adaptive evolution of phenotypic differences include genotypic and phe-76

notypic estimates of selection, comparison to models of neutral evolutionary change, re-77

ciprocal transplant experiments, and QST–FST comparisons (reviewed in Merilä & Hendry78

2014). In QST-FST comparisons adaptive evolution is inferred when the phenotypic79

among-population divergence (QST) exceeds among-population divergence at neutral ge-80

netic markers (FST) (reviewed in Leinonen et al. 2013). QST–FST comparisons correct for81

phylogeographic differentiation and recently have been revised to a multivariate method82

(Leinonen et al. 2013) that more accurately discriminates neutral from adaptive diver-83

gence (Ovaskainen et al. 2011). Only when transcriptomic differences are correlated with84

temperature differences across replicate, independent locations can adaptive differentia-85

tion be attributable to temperature as the selective force (Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Merilä86

& Hendry 2014). We refer to adaptive differentiation as only that portion of transcrip-87

tomic differentiation that exceeds neutral phylogeographic differentiation across multiple88

populations from contrasting thermal environments.89

Here, we test the hypothesis that Z. marina shows adaptive differentiation in gene ex-90

pression between thermally contrasting environments replicated on the North-American91
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and European coasts. More specifically: 1) Is there evidence for adaptation to tempera-92

ture, as judged by heritable transcriptomic differentiation that exceeds neutral phyloge-93

netic differentiation between the two Southern and the two Northern populations? 2) Do94

Southern populations show gene expression patterns consistent with reduced sensitivity95

to heat waves as evidenced by faster recovery from heat stress?96

Methods97

Sampling98

Individuals of Z. marina were sampled in April 2010 from northern (N) and southern (S)99

populations in Europe (Doverodde, NW Denmark 56° 43.070’ N 008° 28.446’ E, hereafter100

NE); Gabicce Mare, NE Italy 43° 57.970’ N 12° 45.860’ E, hereafter SE) and in the101

Northeastern USA (Great Bay, NH 43° 3.868’ N, 70° 52.345’ W, hereafter NU; Waquoit,102

MA 41° 33.240’ N, 70° 30.650’ W, hereafter SU) (Figure 1a). Note that the sampling103

site South USA (SU) does not represent the south of the USA but the southernmost of104

our US samples. The coastal region encompassing the N and S site of North America is105

characterised by one of the steepest latitudinal thermal gradients in the world’s oceans106

(Fig 2b in Frank et al. 2007; Wahle et al. 2013). Thus, even though the geographic distance107

between the North American sites is much less than between the N and S European sites,108

the differences in summer temperatures are comparable (Figure 1b). Variability in water109
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temperatures at the sampling locations was based on daily average sea surface temperature110

values recorded during summer months (June 1st to September 30th in years 2002-2011)111

over the past decade (Figure 1b). Temperature data was extracted for sites NU, NE,112

and SE from the NOAA_OI_SST_V2 dataset (0.25° resolution, described in (Reynolds et113

al. 2002), provided by NOAA/OAR/ESRL/ PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA on http:114

//www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/). For site SU, that was not covered by the NOAA_OI_SST_V2115

dataset, we extracted temperature data from the National Estuarine Research Reserve116

System (http://cdmo.baruch.sc.edu/, station Sage Lot). Three to four clones with117

≥ 3 shoots/clone were sampled from each of 10 patches at each location with a ≥ 5m118

distance between samples to minimize chances of collecting the same clone (genotype)119

twice. Genotypic uniqueness of each experimental ramet was confirmed by genotyping120

the samples on an ABI 3100 Capillary Sequencer at four microsatellite loci (GenBank121

Accession numbers: AJ009898, AJ009900, AJ249305, AJ249307, Reusch 2000).122

Experimental design123

Within 48h after collection, the plants were transported in seawater-filled cooling boxes124

to the AQUATRON, a mesocosm facility at the University of Münster, Germany. Details125

of the AQUATRON facility are described in Winters et al. (2011) and Figure 1e,f. Briefly,126

each of two temperature- controlled water circuits supplied artificial seawater (31 psu) from127

a storage tank to six 700 L tanks (101cm x 120cm x 86.5cm). Similar water chemistry128
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between the two circuits was ensured with a water exchange rate of 1200 L h-1. Each tank129

was populated with ~50 periwinkles (Littorina littorea) to regulate epiphytic growth. Each130

tank contained eight boxes (two boxes (37 cm x 27 cm) per population) with 10 genotypes.131

Shoots were planted in 10 cm natural sediment (collected from Falckenstein, DE in the132

Western Baltic Sea: 54° 24.367’ N, 010° 11.438’ E).133

Plants were acclimated for 20 days to equilibrate temperature and light conditions (~400134

µmol photons s-1 m-2) in order to minimize non-heritable differences in gene expression135

(Hoffmann et al. 2005; Whitehead & Crawford 2006). After 20d the temperature was136

raised 0.5°C day -1 to 19°C, the experimental control temperature in six of the 12 tanks137

over the entire experiment.138

Heat wave simulation139

After 20 days of acclimation at 19°C, the temperature was raised in six of the 12 tanks140

at 1°C day-1 to 25.5°C, then held constant for 20 days to simulate the heat wave that141

occurred in the Baltic Sea during the summer of 2003 (Reusch et al. 2005). Finally, the142

temperature was decreased 1°C day-1 to 19°C and subsequently held for 20 days to allow143

the plants to recover (Figure 1f).144
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RNA extraction145

Samples for RNAseq (2cm long leaf tips) were excised from each ramet (3 genotypes per146

treatment per population) at two time points under acute heat-stress (T2 and T3: 0 and147

5 days at 25.5°C) and at three time points under recovery (T5, T7, and T9: 1, 20, and148

30 days at 19°C) (Figure 1f, and Figure S1). Tissue samples were immediately frozen in149

liquid nitrogen.150

RNA extraction was performed using the InviTrap Spin Plant RNA Mini Kit (Stratek151

Molecular) following the manufacturers protocol. We used the provided RP buffer for152

lysis. RNA concentrations and purity were tested by Nanodrop® measurement (ND-153

1000, peQLab). RNA integrity was checked with an automated electrophoresis station154

Experion (Bio-Rad), using StdRNA chips and reagents (Bio-RAD). RNA concentrations155

ranged between 23-182 ng/µl, RQI values were >7.2.156

RNAseq157

Library preparation proceeded with DNase 1 digestion of total RNA, mRNA isolation by158

use of oligo(dT) beads, mRNA fragmentation, first and second strand cDNA synthesis,159

end-repair, A-tailing, bar-coded adapter ligation and PCR amplification. Sequencing li-160

braries were checked using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn,161

Germany) before sequencing.162
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Single-end (1 x 100 bp) RNA Sequencing (RNASeq) data were generated using standard163

Illumina protocols and kits (TruSeq SBS KIT-HS v3, FC-401-3001; TruSeq SR Cluster164

Kit v3-cBot-HS, GD-401-3001) and all sequencing was performed using the HiSeq 2000165

platforms (University of Groningen Genome Analysis Facility).166

Quality trimming and control167

TruSeq adapters were trimmed (at a 10% error rate with cutadapt version 1.4.1, (Martin168

2011)) before bases of low quality (Phred score Q<20, 99% base call accuracy) and reads169

of short length (<35bp) were removed with the FastqMcf filter in ea-utils (Aronesty 2011)170

(see Table S1 for numbers of reads before and after quality trimming). Quality controls of171

read base content, length distribution, duplication and over-representation were checked172

with FastQC http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/. Li-173

brary NU3W2 was excluded from further analyses due to its exceptionally low number of174

reads (357 raw reads, compared to >10 Mio. reads in most other libraries, Table S1).175

Mapping176

We aligned reads of each library to the genome of Z. marina (Olsen et al. 2016)177

with the splice-aware RNA-seq aligner STAR (sjdbOverhang 100) (Dobin et al. 2013),178

guided by splice junctions from the v2.1 Z. marina genome annotation (gff3; Gen-179
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Bank Accession: LFYR00000000; see Table S1 for characteristics of each library).180

Alignments that contained non- canonical splice junctions were filtered out. Dupli-181

cate reads were removed with the MarkDuplicates program from the Picard package182

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Ambiguously mapped reads (ca. 5%183

in each library), defined by values >1 in the NH:i BAM file tag were removed. NH is the184

number of reported alignments that contains the query in the current record. For each185

library we counted the reads that mapped uniquely to annotated mRNAs (exons) with186

the htseq-count script of the HTSeq python package (Anders et al. 2015) (20554 exons187

in total, see Table S2). Reads of low expression (library average <5) were removed to188

avoid potential artifacts from sequencing errors and reads of highly variable expression189

(standard deviation over all libraries > library average) were removed to reduce the effect190

of outlier individuals on statistical comparisons. In total, 12948 exons remained after191

filtering (Table S3).192

Annotation193

Mapped sequence IDs (mRNAIDs) were associated to gene IDs, gene descriptions and194

Gene Ontology-labels, by parsing the gff3 file of the annotated Z marina genome (v2.1,195

nuclear and organellar, GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000) from the ORCAE-database196

(Sterck et al. 2012). These gene-annotations rely on inference from homology. Where gene197

descriptions were lacking in the gff3 file, they were transferred from functional descriptions198
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of the top BLAST hit to Z. marina proteins (Table S4).199

Population differentiation based on neutral SNPs200

Neutral differentiation among the four populations was estimated from neutral SNPs (sin-201

gle nucleotide polymorphisms). To call SNP variants from the RNAseq data, all aligned202

reads were merged with samtools (Li et al. 2009) before applying GATK (McKenna203

et al. 2010) splitting of exon segments, reassignment of mapping qualities (SplitNCi-204

garReads), and realignment around indels (RealignerTargetCreator and IndelRealigner).205

The realigned reads were demultiplexed (samtools) before calling sequence variants with206

GATK (HaplotypeCaller). After filtering (VariantFiltration) according to the GATK207

Best Practices guide for RNAseq data (http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/gatk/208

discussion/3891/calling-variants-in-rnaseq), 159,592 nuclear variants (indels and209

SNPs) were kept.210

Variants with non-neutral divergence between the four populations were identified with211

the Bayesian likelihood method that is implemented in the program Bayescan v2.1 (Foll &212

Gaggiotti 2008). The program uses differences in allele frequencies between populations213

to screen for non-neutral Fst outlier loci at a false discovery rate of 0.05. Bayescan214

approximates allele frequencies in a neutrally structured population with a multinomial-215

Dirichlet model. Selection is introduced by decomposing Fst coefficients into a population-216

specifc component (beta) shared by all loci, and a locus-specific component (alpha) shared217
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by all populations using a logistic regression. This method infers posterior probabilities218

of each locus to be under the effect of selection by defining and comparing two alternative219

models (neutral vs selection).220

Nine SNPs of the 159,592 nuclear variants were identified as outlier loci with non-221

neutral divergence between the four populations (q-values < 5% for the model including222

selection). Scaffold:locus IDs of the non-neutral variants: 1:43222, 2:501606, 2:1527432,223

42:390694, 143:142100, 100:118173, 188:180877, 188:180966, 253:10530. After removing224

the 9 outlier loci (SNPs), 20092 indels, and 170 SNPs with >2 alleles, a total of 139,321225

(159592-9-20092-170) biallelic neutral SNPs (Dataset S1) were kept.226

Population differentiation between the four populations was calculated from the set of227

139,321 biallelic neutral SNPs as Wright’s FST, estimated according to Weir & Cockerham228

(1984), and as Nei’s genetic distance (Nei 1972) with the R package ’StAMPP’ (Pembleton229

et al. 2013). A neighbor Joining (NJ) tree of Nei’s genetic distances was created and tested230

with 1000 bootstrap replications using the R package ’ape’ (Paradis et al. 2004).231

Multivariate clustering of gene expression232

Overall transcriptomic differentiation, shaped by both neutral drift and potential selec-233

tion, was characterized by clustering the samples hierarchically by the first five principle234

components of gene expression, averaged over technical replicates, with the Principle Com-235
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ponent Analysis (PCA) and Hierarchical Clustering on Principle Components (HCPC )236

functions in the R package ’FactoMineR’ (Lê et al. 2008) (setting scale.unit=FALSE not237

to scale the expression values to unit variance). To account for differences in sequencing238

depth and to assure homoscedasticity before PCA, the raw count values of mapped reads239

were regularized-log transformed with the function rlog in the R package ’DESeq2’ (Love240

et al. 2014). Overall transcriptomic differentiation was characterized under control and241

heat stress by creating one hierarchical cluster for all control samples on the expression242

of all genes, and one cluster for all samples on the expression of heat-responsive genes:243

genes that were differentially expressed between controls and heated samples under acute244

stress (time points 2 and 3), or in the recovery phase (time points 5, 7 and 9) (Figure S1).245

The first five principle components explained 76.35% of the variation in the expression246

of all genes in control samples and 66.96% of the variation in the expression of heat-247

responsive genes in all samples. Groupings of samples (NU, SU, and NE (=Atlantic) vs248

SE (=Mediterranean), NU and NE (=North) vs SU and SE (=South) , and Controls vs249

Stressed and Recovery samples) were tested with analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) in the250

R package ’vegan’ v2.3–1 (Oksanen et al. 2015).251

Differential expression252

We identified differences in gene expression between thermal regimes (North vs South)253

by testing for differential expression in three groups of samples: 1) control, constantly254
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kept at 19°C at all time points; 2) acute stress, >25°C at time points 2 and 3; and 3)255

recovery, previously warmed to >25°C, but then allowed to recover at 19°C and sampled256

at time points 5, 7 and 9 (Figure S1). As the transcription profiles clearly separated257

the Mediterranean library (SE) from all of the Atlantic libraries (NU, SU, and NE) see258

hierarchical clusters in Figure 2a,b), we also tested for differential expression between259

Atlantic vs Mediterranean libraries. Time point was specified as additional explanatory260

factor to oceans (Atlantic and Mediterranean) or isotherm levels (North and South) in261

the differential expression tests performed with the R/Bioconductor package ’DESeq2’.262

The DESeq 2 model corrected internally for library size differences (Love et al. 2014).263

Significance levels of all test results were adjusted with the Benjamini and Hochberg264

correction (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995), using the p.adjust function in R (R Development265

Core Team, 2014), to control for the false discovery rate in multiple pairwise comparisons.266

Expression was deemed significantly different for genes with corrected p-values below 0.05.267

Acute heat-stress response and recovery268

The acute heat-stress response was determined as differential gene expression between269

controls and acutely stressed samples (time points 2 and 3). Recovery was determined as270

the differential between control expression and post heat wave expression (time points 5, 7,271

and 9). Differential expression analyses were performed with the R/Bioconductor package272

’DESeq2’ (Love et al. 2014) (Figure S1), which internally corrected the raw count data273
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of mapped reads for library size differences. The acute stress and the recovery responses274

were identified in the libraries from all populations with ’population’ and ’time point’275

as additional explanatory factors. The acute stress response and the recovery were also276

identified in each population separately. While ’time point’ was used as an additional277

explanatory factor to test for recovery in each population, only samples from time point 3278

were used to identify the acute heat stress response for the NU and SU populations, as time279

point 2 samples were unavailable. Significance levels in all test results were adjusted with280

the Benjamini and Hochberg correction (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995), using the p.adjust281

function in R (R Development Core Team, 2014), to control for the false discovery rate282

in multiple pairwise comparisons. Expression was deemed significantly heat-responsive283

under acute heat stress or in the recovery phase for genes with corrected p-values below284

0.05.285

Enrichment tests of both gene ontologies (GO) Molecular Function (MF) and Biological286

Process (BP) were performed with the R package ’topGO’ (Alexa & Rahnenfuhrer 2010).287

GO terms were obtained from the v2.1 Zostera genome annotation from the ORCAE288

database (Sterck et al. 2012) (GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000). We used Fisher’s289

exact tests to test for enrichments in genes that were heat-responsive (significantly up- or290

down-regulated in stressed vs control samples) under acute heat-stress, or in the recovery291

phase. To reduce redundancy in the significantly enriched GO-terms (p-values <0.05) we292

calculated ’sim Rel’ scores (Schlicker et al. 2006), based on the Arabidopsis thaliana GO-293
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term database, with the REVIGO web server (Supek et al. 2011). The GO terms were294

reduced to cluster-representatives by removing terms with semantic similarities >0.5.295

Previous studies identified six important ontology groups in the transcriptomic heat296

stress response of Z. marina: 1) cell wall fortification (Franssen et al. 2014); 2) protein297

folding and chaperone activity (Franssen et al. 2011); 3) ribosome activity (Franssen et298

al. 2014); 4) oxidation-reduction processes (Gu et al. 2012); 5) electron transport and299

photosynthesis (Gu et al. 2012); and 6) osmoprotective metabolites (Street et al. 2010;300

Gu et al. 2012). To estimate the representation of these ontology groups in the acute301

heat response and the heat response that lasted throughout the recovery phase of the302

present study, we identified exact matches and semantic similarities (sim Rel scores <0.5303

(Schlicker et al. 2006), using REVIGO (Supek et al. 2011)) between each GO term in the304

enriched MFs/BPs (up- or down-regulated under acute heat-stress or recovery) and each305

GO-term in the six targeted ontology groups (Table S5a-f).306

Adaptive differentiation in gene expression307

To identify signals of possible selection, we searched for genes for which the identified308

differential expression (North vs South or Atlantic vs Mediterranean, under control con-309

ditions, acute stress, or recovery) could not be explained by phylogenetic distance and310

genetic drift alone (Figure S1). This was done using the approach of Ovaskainen et al.311

(2011) in the R package ’driftsel’ 2.1.2 (Karhunen et al. 2013). Adaptive differentiation312
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under natural selection was inferred for those genes that showed significant differential313

expression following phylogenetic correction under a neutral model. This was done as314

follows: A matrix of population-to-population coancestry coefficients (probabilities that315

randomly chosen alleles for a neutral locus are identical by descent between individuals316

belonging to different populations) was constructed from the set of neutral biallelic SNPs317

with the do.all function in the ’RAFM’ R package (Karhunen & Helsinki 2013), and used318

as a prior to estimate the posterior distributions of all parameters with a Metropolis-319

Hastings Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithm (MH function); as required to320

test for neutrality with the H.test function in the R package ’driftsel’ (Karhunen et al.321

2013). All Monte Carlo Markov chains converged after 3,000 iterations when the Gelman-322

Rubin shrink factor, tracked with the R package ’coda’ (Plummer et al. 2006), remained323

close to 1. Thus, we ran a total of 6,000 iterations without thinning, and discarded the324

first 3,000 iterations as burn-in.325

We used Fisher’s exact tests to test for enriched GO-terms of Molecular Functions (MFs)326

or Biological Processes (BPs) in adaptively differentiated genes (H value > 0.95) with the327

R package ’topGO’ (Alexa & Rahnenfuhrer 2010). GO-terms were based on the v2.1328

Zostera genome annotation (Sterck et al. 2012) (GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000).329

To reduce redundancy in significantly enriched GO-terms (p-values <0.05 after Benjamini330

and Hochberg correction (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995) with the p.adjust function in R331

(R Core Team 2015)), we calculated ’sim Rel’ scores (Schlicker et al. 2006), based on332
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the Arabidopsis thaliana GO-term database, with the REVIGO web server (Supek et al.333

2011). Enriched GO-terms were replaced by GO terms of cluster-representatives with334

semantic similarities >0.5.335

Coding sequence differences in temperature-adaptive genes336

Twenty-one genes exhibited adaptive differentiation in gene expression exceeding neutral337

differentiation (H value > 0.95) between Northern and Southern populations, and were338

likely involved in the parallel adaptation of seagrass populations to warm temperatures.339

To test for adaptive coding sequence differences in addition to adaptive differential expres-340

sion for these 21 genes, we tested for ratios of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitu-341

tions (dN/dS) exceeding 1. First, we determined the genomic consensus sequence for each342

population by applying population-specific SNPs to the reference genome (Olsen et al.343

2016) with bcftools consensus (https://github.com/samtools/bcftools). Population-344

specific SNPs were called with GATK (McKenna et al. 2010) HaplotypeCaller and Vari-345

antFiltration from merged bam files that combined alignments of all samples from the346

same population. For each population we limited the consensus sequence to the 21 target347

genes with bedtools getfasta (Quinlan & Hall 2010) based on the genomic features file348

(gff) of the Zostera genome (Olsen et al. 2016). For each target gene, codon alignments349

of all population sequences were obtained with pal2nal (Suyama et al. 2006) that was350

guided by mafft (Katoh & Standley 2013) multiple sequence alignments mafft of peptides351
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predicted with TransDecoder (http://transdecoder.github.io/) based on homology352

to the known protein sequences.353

In order to test for sites under positive selection in the 21 adaptively differentially354

expressed genes between the Southern and Northern populations, we performed branch-355

site tests by contrasting CodeML model A (relaxation, dN/dS unequal 1) to model A1356

(positive selection, dN/dS >1) of the package PAML (Yang 2007) using ETE 3 (Huerta-357

Cepas et al. 2016).358

Results359

Population differentiation based on neutral SNPs360

Neutral genetic differentiation among the four populations was quantified with FST val-361

ues and visualized with a NJ tree. Pairwise FST values ranged from 0.25 to 0.56 (all362

statistically significant, p <0.05, Figure 1c). The NJ tree (Figure 1d) supports strong363

differentiation between European and American coasts, as well as between Northern and364

Southern populations along each coast. Notably, the Mediterranean population (SE) was365

the most distant from the three Atlantic populations: a common pattern associated with366

virtually all phylogeographic studies including seagrasses (Olsen et al. 2004).367
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Multivariate clustering of gene expression368

Overall transcriptomic differentiation (shaped by both neutral drift and potential selec-369

tion) was characterized in hierarchical clusters of gene expression with and without the370

impact of heat stress. Based on the expression of all mapped genes (12948, after filtering371

out genes of low or highly variable expression, Table S3), the control samples separated372

into a Mediterranean (SE) and an Atlantic cluster (NU, SU and NE) (Figure 2a). This373

grouping of libraries was supported by analysis of similarity (R = 0.28, p = 0.05). Dif-374

ferences in overall gene expression, thus, were in accordance with the phylogeographic375

divergence between the populations, represented by the Neighbor-Joining tree in Figure376

1d. In other words, a grouping of Northern and Southern samples in the expression of all377

genes was not supported by ANOSIM, R = 0.10, p = 0.16, Figure 2a).378

The heat stressed samples (w, time points 2 and 3) showed a distinct expression in379

heat-responsive genes (4979) from the controls (c, all time points) and from the recovery380

samples (w, time points 5, 7, and 9) (Figure 2b). The grouping of control and recovery381

samples in a separate cluster from the stressed samples was supported by ANOSIM (R382

= 0.87, p=0.001). Atlantic and Mediterranean samples separated clearly in the control-383

recovery cluster (grouping supported by ANOSIM, R = 0.25 p = 0.01), but not in the384

acute stress cluster (grouping not supported by ANOSIM R = 0.36, p = 0.2), which385

was due to the outlier library NU3w (Figure 2b). A grouping of Northern and Southern386

samples in the expression of heat-responsive genes was not supported by ANOSIM (R =387
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0.1553, p =0.06, Figure 2b).388

Differential expression389

Differences in gene expression between thermal regimes (North vs South) and between390

oceans (Atlantic vs Mediterranean) were identified by differential expression analysis. In391

each of the comparisons, the lowest number of differentially expressed genes was recorded392

during the acute stress phase (Table 1); the highest number of differentially expressed393

genes was recorded in the control samples (Table 1). The overlap of differentially expressed394

genes with heat-responsive genes is shown in Figure S2a-d. Differentially expressed genes395

are listed for the Atlantic vs Mediterranean comparison in Table S6a-c, and for the North396

vs South comparison in Table S6d-f.397

Acute heat-stress response398

The acute heat-stress response was tested as differential gene expression between controls399

and acutely stressed samples. NU was the only population without acute stress response.400

In contrast, the SU population responded at 734 genes (Table S7e), and the European401

populations responded at >1,800 genes (NE: 1814, Table S7c; SE: 2004, Table S7d). Thus,402

the Southern samples were not less responsive to acute heat stress than the Northern403

samples.404
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A total of 4907 genes responded concordantly between all four populations to acute405

heat stress (Table S7a), based on significant differential expression between all controls406

and all acute stress libraries independent from population. In the acute heat stress re-407

sponse, 32 Molecular Functions (MFs, Table S8a, represented genes in Table S9a) and408

46 Biological Processes (BPs, Table S8e, represented genes in Table S9e) were enriched409

in the 1612 up-regulated genes (genes with log2 fold change > 0 in Table S7a). Domi-410

nant upregulated processes and functions, represented by > 490 genes (>10% of all 4908411

heat-responsive genes), included ’cellular processes’, ’metabolic processes’, and ’binding’412

(Table S8a,e). Some 38 MFs (Table S8b, represented genes in Table S9b) and 41 BPs413

(Table S8f, represented genes in Table S9f) were enriched in the 2395 down-regulated414

genes (genes with log2 fold change <0 in Table S7a). Dominant downregulated functions415

and processes, represented by > 490 genes (>10% of all 4908 heat-responsive genes), in-416

cluded ’cellular processes’ and ’catalytic activity’ (Tables S8b,f). All six BPs and MFs417

that were previously identified to be dominant in the heat stress response of Z. marina418

{Gu2012,Street2010,Franssen2011,Franssen2014} (Table S5a-f) were also represented (se-419

mantic similarities of GO terms > 0.5) in enriched heat-responsive BPs and MFs in the420

present study: ’Heatstress’, ’Metabolism’, ’Cellwall’, ’Photosynthesis’, ’Ribosomal’, and421

’Oxidative.reductive’ (Figures S3a,b).422
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Recovery423

Recovery was tested as differential gene expression between controls and recovery samples.424

The number of heat-responsive genes in the recovery phase was an order of magnitude425

lower in the Southern samples (SU: 6, Table S7i; SE: 10, Table S7g) as compared with the426

Northern samples (NU: 302, Table S7h; NE: 205, Table S7f). Given that the Southern427

samples were not less heat responsive than the N samples (see above), this means that428

the Southern samples recovered faster from heat stress.429

In total, 123 genes responded concordantly between all four populations during the430

recovery phase (Table S7b). Under recovery, 12 MFs (Table S8c, represented genes in431

Table S9c) and 10 BPs (Table S8g, represented genes in Table S9c) were enriched in the432

53 up-regulated genes (genes with log2 fold change > 0 in Table S7b), while 14 MFs (Table433

S8d, represented genes in Table S9d) and 4 BPs (Table S8h, represented genes in Table434

S9h) were enriched in the 70 down-regulated genes (genes with log2 fold change < 0 in435

Table S7b).436

Adaptive differentiation in gene expression437

We applied a phylogeographic correction to eliminate differences due to neutral processes438

as opposed to those due to selection. Populations were partitioned in two ways: 1)439

Atlantic vs Mediterranean, and 2) North vs South. Atlantic and Mediterranean samples440
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displayed the strongest adaptive signal in differential gene expression. In total 128 of 4,711441

differentially expressed genes showed greater differential expression (74 under control and442

106 under recovery conditions, Figure S2a,b, Table S10a-c) than expected under neutral443

phylogenetic divergence (H value > 0.95), implying adaptation to the environmental444

covaries with a p-value < 0.05 (Figure 3a). Northern and Southern populations exhibited445

adaptive differentiation exceeding neutral differentiation (H value > 0.95) in 21 of 2,389446

differentially expressed genes (3 under control and 18 under recovery conditions, Figure447

S2c,d, Table S11a-c). None of these 21 genes showed adaptive coding sequence differences448

(p-value > 0.05 for dN/dS > 1) between Northern and Southern samples.449

Sixteen genes exhibited adaptive differentiation in both comparisons, Atlantic vs450

Mediterranean, and North vs South (Figure 3a,b); gene IDs based on the Zostera451

marina genome annotation v2.1, GenBank Accession LFYR00000000: Zosma5g01430,452

Zosma5g01440, Zosma55g00720, Zosma57g00700, Zosma68g00400, Zosma722g00030, Zosma98g00300,453

Zosma124g00200, Zosma21g00340, Zosma290g00070, Zosma107g00010, Zosma40g00060,454

Zosma425g00160, Zosma89g00800, Zosma190g00070, Zosma253g00020). None of them455

was adaptively differentiated under acute heat-stress due to increased variation in gene456

expression (larger standard errors) compared to control- or recovery-conditions (Figure457

3b). Most of the 16 genes were lower expressed in Mediterranean and Southern popula-458

tions compared with Atlantic and Northern populations (Figure 3b). Thus, much of the459

North vs South separation was explained by the separation between Mediterranean and460
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Atlantic samples.461

Discussion462

Genes that are putatively adaptive to contrasting temperatures463

Correction of differential gene expression for neutral phylogeographic differentiation en-464

abled us to extract only the putatively adaptive portion of transcriptomic differentation.465

We inferred contrasting temperatures as the major selective force when the putatively466

adaptive differences were correlated with temperature differences across two independent467

thermal clines.468

The global transcriptomic differentiation (shaped by neutral phylogenetic differentiation469

and adaptive divergence) did not place Northern and Southern samples into different470

clusters, either under control conditions (Figure 2a) or in response to heat stress (Figure471

2b). Nevertheless, for 21 genes (where the expression difference between Northern and472

Southern samples was greater than can be explained by phylogenetic differentiation, ca.473

1% of all 2389 differentially expressed genes), adaptation by natural selection was the most474

parsimonious explanation. The remaining variation in these genes is most likely explained475

by parallel adaptation to contrasting habitat temperatures along both the American and476

European thermal clines. The absence of adaptive coding sequence differences (dN/dS <1)477
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suggests that the adaptive expression difference between Northern and Southern samples478

in these 21 genes can be ascribed to either trans-acting regulation factors or to cis-acting479

elements outside the coding sequences, altering gene expression regulation.480

Although putatively adaptive to contrasting habitat temperatures, these 21 genes may481

not directly affect acute-stress tolerance but instead, play a role under control or recovery482

conditions. This is because an increased among-sample variability in gene expression may483

have erased any adaptive differentiation under acute heat stress (Figure 3b). Validation484

would require experimental determination of the phenotype and fitness of Z. marina under485

non-stressful conditions and under recovery from heat-stress (Barrett & Hoekstra 2011;486

Pardo-Diaz et al. 2014).487

Twenty-one genes are likely a conservative representation of genes involved in adapta-488

tion to contrasting temperatures and might be extended by at least some of the genes489

that showed adaptive differentiation between Atlantic and Mediterranean samples. For490

example, 128 genes (2.8% of all 4,711 differentially expressed genes) showed differential491

expression that could not be accounted for by neutral genetic distance in the strong tran-492

scriptomic separation between the Atlantic and Mediterranean samples (Figure 2a,b).493

Additionally, two factors suggest that habitat temperature played a predominant role: 1)494

76% of the genes suggesting adaptive differentiation in response to habitat temperature495

(16 of 21) were also adaptively differentiated between Mediterranean and Atlantic sam-496

ples; and 2) In all of these 16 genes the directionality of differential expression agreed497
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between Southern and Mediterranean samples: Under recovery, ten genes that were lower498

expressed in the Southern samples were also lower expressed in the Mediterranean sam-499

ples and six genes that were higher expressed in the Southern samples were also higher500

expressed in the Mediterranean samples (Figure 3b). However, the identification of genes501

that most likely responded to contrasting temperatures between the Mediterranean and502

Atlantic requires confirmation by association studies including at least one additional503

Mediterranean population.504

The strong adaptive transcriptomic differentiation of the Mediterranean from the At-505

lantic samples suggests that the North vs South differentiation of Z. marina must be506

stronger on the European coast than on the US Atlantic coast, and that much of the507

previously observed North vs South differentiation along the European coast (NE vs SE)508

(Bergmann et al. 2010; Franssen et al. 2011; Winters et al. 2011; Gu et al. 2012) might509

be better explained by a general Mediterranean-Atlantic (SE vs NE, NU, and SU) differ-510

entiation. The strong European North-South differentiation is likely due to high rates of511

genetic drift in Mediterranean populations which are small, isolated, and have relatively512

low genetic variation (Olsen et al. 2004; Procaccini et al. 2007). Moreover, stronger North-513

South differentiation along the European coast is likely due to reduced gene-flow (Olsen514

et al. 2004) favoring adaptive differentiation (Davis & Shaw 2001; Aitken et al. 2008). In515

contrast, on the US Atlantic coast, ongoing trans-Arctic gene flow from the E-Pacific may516

prevent local adaptation to warm temperatures in the South (Olsen et al. 2004). Taken517
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together, the present study shows the strength of comparing several independent envi-518

ronmental clines when addressing adaptation vs neutral differentiation in gene expression519

patterns.520

Local thermal adaptation in expression patterns after the heat-521

stress522

Previous common-garden experiments suggested that local thermal adaptation of Euro-523

pean Southern versus Northern populations in Z. marina was driven by faster recovery524

of gene expression to normal patterns after imposing a heat wave (Franssen et al. 2011).525

Our study confirmed that the same putatively adaptive differences in gene expression526

evolved in parallel along the US Atlantic coast. The finding of Franssen et al. (2011) that527

gene-expression patterns during recovery reveal thermal adaptation better than expression528

patterns under acute-stress was replicated on the American and European coast. Across529

all four populations we found that plants recovered within one day: the gene expression530

of early-recovery samples (taken at time point 5, one day after return to 19°C) was in-531

distinguishable from control samples and long-recovery samples (time points 7 and 9, 20532

and 30 days after return to 19°C, Figure 2b). However, the extent to which populations533

returned to control-levels of gene expression was influenced by the North-South affiliation:534

the Southern populations expressed <20 genes differently from control-levels during re-535

covery (Table S7g,i), whereas the Northern populations expressed >200 genes differently536
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from control-levels (Table S7f,h). Thus, our results show that increased stress-resilience537

of Southern seagrass samples does not only apply along the European (Franssen et al.538

2011; Winters et al. 2011), but also along the North American thermal cline, suggesting539

reduced sensitivity to heat waves at the species’ southern (warm) edge of distribution.540

Response to acute heat-stress541

Stress, as measured by the number of upregulated genes, was comparable between North-542

ern and Southern populations (NU: 0; SU: 734, Table S7e; NE: 860, Table S7c; and SE:543

466, Table S7d) and differential gene expression between all four populations was lowest544

during the acute stress phase (Table 1), suggesting that Z. marina relies on common545

pathways to alleviate heat-stress. This supports the previous work (Franssen et al. 2011)546

demonstrating that gene expression was not dependent on the North-South affiliation.547

The lack of response to acute heat stress in the American Northern population (NU) is548

peculiar. We know that there was a heat-stress response, since it was detected during549

recovery conditions (Table S7h). However, the lack of a detectable response during acute550

stress might be an artifact as it is supported by a single library (all of the other acute-551

stress NU libraries failed, Table S1) that has a transcription profile differing markedly552

from the other acute-stress libraries (library NU3W in Figure 2b).553

Upregulation of genes involved in metabolism and cell-wall synthesis most likely tem-554

pered the heat-stress. In addition to the osmoprotective metabolites that were identified555
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as an important part of the heat-response in both Z. marina and Z. noltii (Gu et al.556

2012), the present study found other metabolic-related genes that are known to allevi-557

ate heat-stress. For example, ’starch synthase’ (Zosma22g01480, represented in starch558

binding: GO:2001070, Figure S3b) increased heat-tolerance of wheat grains (Triticum559

aestivum) (Sumesh et al. 2008), and ’glycosylation’ (GO:0070085, the posttranslational560

attachment of carbohydrate residues to proteins, Figure S3a) has been shown to enhance561

chaperone activity (Henle et al. 1998) and induced heat-shock protein synthesis in a slime562

mold (Murakami-Murofushi et al. 1997). Furthermore, the upregulated function ’purine563

ribonucleoside binding’ (GO:0032550, Figure S3b) involved 284 genes, including several564

stress-alleviating protein kinases (Table S9a).565

Our results support the hypothesis of Franssen et al. (2014), that cell-wall fortification566

may protect Z. marina from heat-stress. Increased cell-wall synthesis under acute stress567

was represented by the process ’cellular component biogenesis’ (GO:0044085, Figure S3a)568

Cell-wall strengthening most likely continued after acute stress, as the target function569

’Cellwall’ was represented in upregulated molecular functions during recovery (Figure570

S3b).571

Down-regulation of genes related to photosynthesis and pathogen defense, suggests that572

heat-stress undermined the resistance of Z. marina to additional stress. Photosynthesis is573

the most heat-sensitive function in green plants (Berry & Bjorkman 1980; Weis & Berry574

1988; Havaux & Tardy 1996). In our study, stress-induced photo inhibition (involving575
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reduced carbon fixation, oxygen evolution, and electron flow) was indicated by down-576

regulated processes, such as ’photosynthetic electron transport chain’ (GO:0009767) and577

’photosynthesis’ (GO:0015979) (Figure S3a).578

Pathogen defense may have been impaired by heat-stress induced downregulation of:579

1) ’cytidine deamination’ (GO:0009972, Figure S3a) and ’cytidine deaminase activity’580

(GO:0004126, Figure S3b), which play important roles in the antiviral immune response581

through the mutagenic RNA-editing activity of cytidine deaminase (Martın et al. 2014).582

Rising temperatures enhance disease effects on eelgrass growth (Bull et al. 2012) and583

inhibit the chemical pathogen defense of eelgrass (Vergeer et al. 1995; Vergeer & Develi584

1997). Rising temperatures, therefore, may indirectly increase the risk of an epidemic585

outbreak of the "wasting disease" (Rasmussen 1977), which is caused by the protist586

Labyrinthula zosterae (Bockelmann et al. 2013), and triggered extensive seagrass die offs587

in the 1930s and 1980’s in temperate and tropical regions of the northern hemisphere588

(reviewed in Orth et al. 2006; Bishop 2013).589

Resistance of Z. marina to additional anthropogenic stresses may be impaired by heat-590

stress induced down-regulation of: 1) ’arginine decarboxylase’ (Zosma1g02550 in ’cellu-591

lar catabolic process’ GO:0044248, Figure S3a), which was also downregulated in rice592

(Oryza sativa) with reduced tolerance to salinity-stress (Chattopadhyay et al. 1997); 2)593

’alpha,alpha-trehalose-phosphate synthase (UDP-forming) activity’ (GO:0003825, down-594

regulated in the recovery-phase, Figure S3b), as well associated with reduced stress-595
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tolerance in rice (O. sativa) (Li et al. 2011); and 3) many ’ras-related proteins’ (in ’GTPase596

activity’ GO:0003924, Figure S3b) that are involved in numerous aspects of cell growth597

control (McCormick 1995).598

To conclude, the stress measured by the number of upregulated genes did not differ599

between Southern and Northern populations. The common stress response involved up-600

regulation of genes involved in metabolism and cell-wall synthesis, likely dampening the601

heat-stress. Downregulation of genes related to photosynthesis and pathogen defense sug-602

gested that heat-stress undermines the resistance of Z.marina to additional stress. Zostera603

marina has dominated the North Atlantic through several previous glacial-interglacial604

periods. Temperature alone is not the driver, but rather numerous other anthropogenic605

stressors press towards a tipping point.606
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Data Accessibility839

• Supplementary tables (Table S1-S11, Excel format) and dataset S1 (vcf file) are840

archived at Dryad: Temporary reviewer URL: http://datadryad.org/review?841

doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.vf5fk. Permanent URL that is inaccessible while the842

manuscript is under review: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.vf5fk.843

– Table S1 (Excel): cDNA library characteristics of all 108 cDNA libraries.844

– Table S2 (Excel): Numbers of mapped reads.845

– Table S3 (Excel): Regularized log-transformed expression values.846

– Table S4 (Excel): Annotations of mapped reads.847

– Table S5 (Excel): Targeted GO-terms.848

– Table S6 (Excel): Differential expression.849

– Table S7 (Excel): Genes responding to heat stress.850

– Table S8 (Excel): Enriched functions and processes under acute heat-stress851

and in the recovery.852

– Table S9 (Excel): Heat-responsive genes respresenting enriched functions853

and processes.854

– Table S10 (Excel): Adaptively differentiated genes between Atlantic and855

Mediterranean samples.856

– Table S11 (Excel): Adaptively differentiated genes between Northern and857

Southern samples.858

– Dataset S1 (vcf file): Biallelic neutral SNPs.859

• Supplementary figures (Figure S1-S3) are uploaded as Supporting Information in a860

single PDF file.861

– Figure S1: Workflow of data analysis with color codes representing groupings862

of samples/libraries.863

– Figure S2: Venn diagrams showing the overlap of heat-responsive genes under864

different conditions.865

– Figure S3: Heatmaps.866

• DNA raw reads, the assembled genome sequence and annotation are accessi-867

ble from NCBI under BioProject number PRJNA41721 with accession num-868

ber LFYR00000000. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/?LFYR00000000.869

Further information on the Zostera marina project is available via the Online Re-870

source for Community Annotation Eukaryotes (ORCA) at http://bioinformatics.871

psb.ugent.be/orcae/872
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• RNAseq libraries will be made accessible on NCBI under BioProject number PR-873

JNA302837.874
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Tables881

Table 1: Number of differentially expressed genes between groups of samples (A: Atlantic, M:

Mediterranean, N: Northern, S: Southern) under control, stress, and recovery conditions.

Comparison Control Stress Recovery
A vs M 3264 575 3309
N vs S 1679 154 988

Figures882
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Figure 1: Habitat and experimental temperatures and neutral genetic differentiation between

populations. (a) American and European sampling sites with overview of summer sea surface

temperature (SST) isotherms (dotted contour lines, redrawn from CLIMAP 1984). The North

Atlantic Current and the Gulf Stream compress the isotherms along the American coast but

spread them out along the European coast. (b) Daily average SST during summer months

(June 1st to September 30th) from 2002 to 2011 at the four sampling sites. Winter

temperatures are not shown because our study focuses on heat stress adaptation in the face of

warm summer temperatures. (c) Matrix of pairwise Nei’s genetic distances (upper right) and

FST -values (lower left) measuring the genetic differentiation among the four populations (all

values were significantly larger than 0 at p<0.05). (d) Neighbour-Joining tree based on Nei’s

genetic distances derived from 139,321 biallelic neutral SNPs. All branches had a 100%

bootstrap support. (e) Schematic design of the common-garden mesocosm with six replicate

tanks for each of two temperature treatments (blue=control and red=stress). (f) Temperature

profiles. After 4 weeks of acclimation, six tanks were warmed to ca. 25.5°C (red) for 3 weeks,

while six control tanks remained at 19°C. Samples for RNAseq were taken at two time points

under heat-stress (T2 and T3: 0 and 5 days at 25.5°C) and at three time points under recovery

(T5, T7, and T9: 1, 20, and 30 days at 19°C).
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Figure 2: Hierarchical clusters based on the first five principle components of gene expression.

(a) Cluster based on all 12,948 genes that mapped to the control samples and were filtered for

low or highly-variable expression (Table S3). (b) Cluster of all samples based on 4,979 genes

that were heat-responsive under acute stress or in the recovery phase. NE: Northern Europe,

SE: Southern Europe, NU: Northern US, SU: Southern US; c: control samples, w: stressed and

recovery samples. Numbers indicate sampling time points.
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Figure 3: Adaptively differentiated genes. The venn diagram above shows the overlap of genes

that were differentially expressed (gray numbers) or adaptively differentiated (black numbers)

between Atlantic (A) and Mediterranean (M) samples with those genes that were differentially

expressed between Northern (N) and Southern (S) samples. The parallel coordinates plot below

shows those 16 genes that were adaptively differentiated in both A vs M and Nvs S

comparisons, and thus, were putatively adaptive to contrasting temperatures. Colored lines

show average normalized gene expression (0-1: minimum to maximum individual expression)

and shaded areas represent standard errors. Black dots indicate if the genes were adaptively

differentiated (upper dot: A vs M, lower dot: N vs S) under control (C), stress (S), and/or

recovery (R) conditions.
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Supplementary Files883

Supplementary Figures884

All supplementary figures are combined in a single PDF file: SupplementaryFigures.pdf885

Figure S1: Workflow of data analysis with color codes representing groupings886

of samples/libraries.887

Figure S2: Venn diagrams showing the overlap of heat-responsive genes under888

different conditions. Overlap of heat-responsive-genes (top red circles) under stress889

(a, c) and recovery (b, d) conditions with genes that were differentially expressed (white890

numbers, bottom circles) between Atlantic (A) and Mediterranean (M) samples (a, b) or891

between Northern (N) and Southern (S) samples (c, d). Black numbers represent genes892

that showed stronger expression differences than expected by phylogenetic divergence (H893

value > 0.95); these imply adaptation to different environments.894

Figure S3: Heatmaps. Biological processes (a) and molecular functions (b) that were895

significantly enriched (p ≤ 0.05) under acute stress and/or recovery (GO terms listed896

in Table S8) and that matched heat-responsive processes/functions in previous studies897

(sim Rel scores >0.5 (see Methods), indicated by blue to green color codes). The signifi-898

cance of the enrichment is color coded (white: no enrichment, red: strongest enrichment899

(−log10(p− value)) in upregulated genes, blue: strongest enrichment (log10(p− value))900

in downregulated genes). See Table S9 for genes that represent the upregulated/downreg-901

ulated processes.902

Supplementary Tables903

Table S1 (Excel): cDNA library characteristics of all 108 cDNA libraries.904

Sample preparation failed for eight libraries (indicated in the second column).905

Table S2 (Excel): Numbers of mapped reads. Number of reads that mapped to906

each of 20554 exons (rows), listed separately for each library (columns E-CX); ZosmaID907

(column A): gene ID based on the Zostera marina genome annotation v2.1 (GenBank Ac-908

cession: LFYR00000000); mRNAID (column B): the mapped sequence ID; Source (column909

C): the source of annotation (inference from homology or top BLAST hit); Description910

(column D): the gene description.911

Table S3 (Excel): Regularized log-transformed expression values. Regularized912

log-transformed expression values of 12948 exons (rows), listed separately for each library913
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(column E-CY). Exons of low expression (library average <5) or highly variable expression914

(standard deviation over all libraries > library average) are not listed; ZosmaID (column915

A): gene ID based on the Zostera marina genome annotation v2.1 (GenBank Accession:916

LFYR00000000); mRNAID (column B): the mapped sequence ID; Source (column C): the917

source of annotation (inference from homology or top BLAST hit); Description (columnD):918

the gene description; baseMean (column CZ): the mean of normalized counts for all sam-919

ples; sdcol (column DA): the standard deviation of expression counts that were normalized920

by size factors for all samples.921

Table S4 (Excel): Annotations of mapped reads. ZosmaID: gene ID based on the922

Zostera marina genome annotation v2.1 from the ORCAE database, GenBank Accession:923

LFYR00000000); mRNAID: the mapped sequence ID; name: the gene description; anno-924

tation.source: the source of annotation (inference from homology or top BLAST hit); and925

GO.terms: the associated Gene Ontology terms.926

Table S5 (Excel): Targeted GO-terms. GO-terms covered by the umbrella terms927

’Heatstress’ (Table S5a), ’Metabolism’ (Table S5b), ’Oxidative-reductive’ (Table S5c),928

’Ribosomal’ (Table S5d), ’Cellwall’ (Table S5e), and ’Photosynthesis’ (Table S5f) with929

ontologies (C: Cellular Process, F: Molecular Function, P: Biological Process) and de-930

scriptions.931

Table S6 (Excel): Differential expression. Genes differentially expressed between932

Atlantic and Mediterranean samples under control (Table S6a) , stress (Table S6b), and933

recovery conditions (Table S6c); and genes differentially expressed between Northern and934

Southern samples under control (Table S6d), stress (Table S6e) and recovery conditions935

(Table S6f). Each row represents one gene with: ZosmaID (gene ID based on the Zostera936

marina genome annotation v2.1, GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000); mRNAID, the937

mapped sequence ID; Source, the source of annotation (inference from homology or top938

BLAST hit); Description, the gene description; baseMean, the mean of normalized counts939

for all samples; log2FoldChange, the log2 fold difference in normalized expression between940

Atlantic and Mediterranean (Table S6a-c) or between Northern and Southern samples941

(Table S6d-f, values > 1 indicate higher expression in Mediterranean/Southern samples);942

lfcSE, the standard error of the log2 fold difference; stat, the Wald test statistic for943

differential expression; pvalue, the p-value; padj, the p-value adjusted by the Benjamini-944

Hochberg method to control for false discovery rate; sdcol, the standard deviation of945

expression counts that were normalized by size factors for all samples; followed the regu-946

larized log-transformed expression values of all samples that were included in the test.947

Table S7 (Excel): Genes responding to heat stress. Genes that responded to acute948

heat stress (time points 2 and 3) are represented for samples from all four populations949

in Table S7a, for NE samples Table S7c, for SE samples in Table S7d, and for SU sam-950

ples in Table S7e. Genes that responded to heat in the recovery phase (time points 5,951
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7, and 9) are represented for all samples in Table S7b, for NE samples Table S7f, for SE952

samples in Table S7g, for NU samples in Table S7h, and for SU samples in Table S7i.953

ZosmaID (column A): the gene ID based on the Zostera marina genome annotation v2.1954

(GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000); mRNAID (column B): the mapped sequence ID;955

Source (column C): the source of annotation (inference from homology or top BLAST956

hit); Description (column D): the gene description; baseMean (column E): the mean of957

normalized counts for all samples; log2FoldChange (column F): the log2 fold change in958

normalized expression between all control samples and all stressed samples; lfcSE (column959

G): the standard error of the log2 fold change; stat (column H): the Wald test statistic for960

differential expression; pvalue (column I): the p-value; padj (column J): the p-value ad-961

justed by the Benjamini-Hochberg method to control for false discovery rate; sdcol(column962

K), the standard deviation of expression counts that were normalized by size factors for all963

samples. The following columns represent regularized log-transformed expression values964

of all libraries that were included in the test.965

Table S8 (Excel): Enriched functions and processes under acute heat-stress966

and in the recovery. GO-terms that were significantly enriched in genes that were967

upregulated under acute heat stress (Table S8a for molecular functions MF, Table S8e968

for biological processes BP) or downregulated under acute heat stress (Table S8b for MF,969

Table S8f for BP) and in genes that were upregulated under recovery (Table S8c for MF,970

Table S8g for BP) or downregulated under recovery from heat stress (Table S8d for MF,971

Table S8h for BP). Each row represents one function with: the GO-term ID; the GO-972

term description, the number of annotated genes within this GO-term; the number of973

significantly upregulated genes within this GO-term; the expected number of upregulated974

genes; the p-value based on Fisher’s exact test for enrichment.975

Table S9 (Excel): Heat-responsive genes respresenting enriched functions and976

processes. Genes that were significantly upregulated under acute heat stress and in-977

cluded in enriched molecular functions (Table S9a) or biological processes (Table S9e).978

Genes that were significantly downregulated under acute heat stress and included in en-979

riched molecular functions (Table S9b) or biological processes (Table S9f). Genes that980

were significantly upregulated under recovery from heat stress and included in enriched981

molecular functions (Table S9c) or biological processes (Table S9g). Genes that were982

significantly downregulated under recovery from heat stress and included in enriched983

molecular functions (Table S9d) or biological processes (Table S9h). Each row shows:984

the GO-term ID; the GO-term description; the gene ID (based on the Zostera marina985

genome annotation v2.1, GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000); the mapped sequence ID986

(mRNAID); the name of the gene; and the source of annotation (inference from homology987

or top BLAST hit).988

Table S10 (Excel): Adaptively differentiated genes between Atlantic and989

Mediterranean samples. Genes that were adaptively differentiated between Atlantic990
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and Mediterranean samples, and enriched in biological processes (Table S10a) or molecu-991

lar functions (Table S10b). Table S10c represents those genes that were not represented992

in enriched GO-terms. Each row represents one gene with its mapped sequence ID (mR-993

NAID, column A), gene ID (ZosmaID, column B, based on the Zostera marina genome994

annotation v2.1, GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000), the source (column C) of annota-995

tion (inference from homology or top BLAST hit), and the name of the gene (column D).996

For Table S10a and Table S10b, the GO-term that each gene represents is represented in997

column E, and the description for this GO-term in column F.998

Table S11 (Excel): Adaptively differentiated genes between Northern and999

Southern samples. Genes that were adaptively differentiated between Northern and1000

Southern samples, and enriched in biological processes (Table S11a) or molecular functions1001

(Table S11b). Table S11c represents those genes that were not represented in enriched1002

GO-terms. Each row represents one gene with its mapped sequence ID (mRNAID, column1003

A), gene ID (ZosmaID, column B, based on the Zostera marina genome annotation v2.1,1004

GenBank Accession: LFYR00000000), the source (column C) of annotation (inference1005

from homology or top BLAST hit), and the name of the gene (column D). For Table S11a1006

and Table S11b, the GO-term that each gene represents is represented in column E, and1007

the description for this GO-term in column F.1008

Supplementary Datasets1009

Dataset S1 (vcf file): Biallelic neutral SNPs. Set of 139,321 biallelic neutral SNPs1010

with genotypes (GT), allelic depths (AD), read depth (DP), genotype quality (GQ), and1011

Phred-scaled likelihood for genotypes (PL) listed for each sample.1012
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